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In an earlier paper f we have considered integral equations of the second kind
with variable upper limit J whose kernels in spite of discontinuities were absolutely integrable, and by change of variable we were able to show the existence of solutions in some special cases of equations § where the kernels belonged
to a rather general type and were not absolutely integrable.
In this paper we
take up that type in more detail.
In particular, we study the equation

(24)

u(x) = <j>(x) + £$*$?$)**

where K(x, £), the numerator
the triangular region

in the expression for the kernel, is continuous

T:
and f(x),

g(x),

comprising

a^^x^b,

the denominator,

t:
References

(i)

in

are continuous

in the interval

a^x^b.
to the Earlier

Paper.

U(x)=cj>(x)+ rV(x,D«(f)^.
•Ja

(9)

«(»)-♦(«)+jf"^i)«({)¿{.

(16)

u(x) = 4>(x)+ £f(t)g^f$)dZ-

♦Presented to the Society, September 13, 1909.
transactions
of the American
Mathematical

Society,
vol. 11 (1910), p. 393.
The numbering of equations and sections is continued from that paper, and reference to it in the
present paper is made merely by letter and number.
For the more important references see

bslow.
%Equation (1).
§ Equations (9), (16), (17).
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-«(É)rff.

í7(a')/(f)^[f-^(*)],

Condition (A).
A real function of the two variables x, f is to be continuous in the triangle T:a = £^=x = b, 6 > a = 0, except on a finite number of
curves, each composed of a finite number of continuous pieces with continuously
turning tangents.
Any vertical portion is to be considered a separate piece,
and of such pieces there are to be merely a finite number, x = ßx, x = ß2, • • •,
x = ßr.
On the other portions of the system of curves there are to be only a
finite number of vertical tangents.
Hence by any line x = x0, x^ =(=ßx, • • •, ßr,
the system of curves will be cut in only a finite number of points.
Condition (B).
In the region t: a = x = b,a,real
function of the single
variable x is to be continuous except at a finite number of points, yx, ■• -, yx,
and is to remain finite.
Problem from Hydrostatics.
Suppose we are given a tube, lying in a vertical plane along a curve of arbitrary shape, s = u ( x ), where s is the distance
along the curve and x the altitude.
Let us fill this tube with a liquid of variable linear density v, and then regulate its height x in the tube by allowing
various amounts to flow out through the bottom.
Let us then regard v as an
analytic function of the depth in the liquid, i. e., v = v(x — £).

If

r»(»-e)«'(f)df
f«'(f)dÇ
./o

Ä(:c) = --

is the average linear density and v(x)

from h(x)

= u'(x),

the equation to determine

is
rxG(x-%)-g'(x)

v(x)=

—i-/

,_

,K

7fr

;f(g)<%,

where

v(x-^)

= a+G(x-Í),

G(0) = 0,

and

h(x) = a + g(x),
9. Existence

g(0) = 0.

theorem for equation

We have the following existence theorem :

Theorem.

(24,

If in equation (24)

u(x) = 4>(x)+£^-0)u(^)d^

(24).

v(x)
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Io. (a) K(x, £) is continuous in T, andf(x),g(x)
and their first derivatives are continuous in t ;
(b) dK(x,
%)/dx and dK(x, £)/<?£ satisfy condition (A) and are finite

in T;
(c) §(x) is continuous in t except at x = a, and is such that the function
<f>(x)g(x) and its first derivative satisfy B in t ;
2°. the function f(x)g
(x) is greater than zero in t except for the value
x = a, and for the value x = a vanishes in such a way that

dx
. /(*).?(*)
is not convergent ; *

3°.

K(a,a)+-0;

4°.

\im4>(x)g(x)

= 0:

then tender the foregoing conditions,
(i) if K( a, a ) < 0 there exists one solution of (24) continuous

throughout

t, and
(ii) if K(a, a) > 0 there exists a one parameter family of solutions of
(24) continuous throughout t except possibly for the value x = a.
As x approaches a each solution remains less than some constant
times f(x)l(x
— a)" where v is any number that satisfies the two
conditions

(a)
(b)

l>v>0,
v>l-

¿[/(*)<7(*)]
In regard to v it is easy to see that
always be satisfied.
For since f'(x)
in t and not negative, since that
{ d/dx [/"(»)g(œ)]
}x=a will be finite

the two conditions (a), (b) under (ii) can
and g'(x) are supposed to be continuous
would make f(x)
or g(x)
negative,
and not negative, and

i¿[/(*)?(*)]

will always be less than 1.
* Otherwise by change of variable »(*)=»(*)/¡K*)
satisfies the conditions of tlje theorem of section 1.
and only one finite v ( x ).

equation (23) is changed to one that
And in that case there would then be one
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10. A theorem that implies the theorem of section 9.
A theorem that lies closer to the method of proof that we have adopted, and
which implies the theorem just stated, is obtained by substituting in the hypothesis for Io (b) and for 3° the conditions

1'. (b) dK(x, !;)/dx satisfies A and is finite in T ;
3'. X(a,a)+-0;

limx=a[K(x,

x) — X~(a,

a)]/(x

— a)v exists,

where

v

is defined as in section 9.
Moreover as the method of proof will show, if K( a, a ) < 0, we may always
put v = 0 without other change in the theorem.
Also if K(a, a) > 0 and
{ d/dx(f(x)g(x)
}x=o < 1 we may take v = 0.
theorem holds if v = 0 be substituted throughout.

11. Approximate

So that

for most cases the

Equations.

The results of this theorem are obtained by means of a method of approximation, for the purpose of which the solution of the simpler equations

(25)

u(x) = 4>(x)±£l0)d!;

is necessary.
If (25) has a solution, continuous except for a finite number of
points, even when the discontinuities are not finite its derivative will exist and
be continuous except for a finite number of points, and will be given by

(26)

u(x) = <f>'(x)+^y

Hence any solution of the integral equation (25) will be a solution of the differential equation (26).
It remains to be seen under what conditions the solution
of the differential equation will be a solution of the integral equation.

Let us write the equations

(25')

«(*)=*(*)-Jfj[!]#,

(25")

u(x) = $(x)+£fQdi;.

In the same way we rewrite (26) as

(26')

u'(x) = <f>'(x)-

(26")

u (x) = <}>'(x)+

u(x)

u(x)

7WY
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The general solution of (26') is
fb dx r

(27')

u(x) = eJxm

r>x

_fb d(i)

H

I <f>\Ç)eJt'&dt

+ CU

and of (26")
fb dx r

(27")

u(x) = e~J*J^\

where a' is arbitrarily

nx

+ fb d%_

I $ (f)e

"I

J( *«><*£
+ C \,

chosen in the neighborhood

of a.

In (27'), since
_ rb d¡

lime y£/<f)=0,
we can choose a' = a without
may write

(28)

loss of generality.

w(ic)= e H

So that instead of (27') we

I f(£)e ■/**ßrf£
+ (7 .

To see under what conditions this is a solution of (25') we first notice that
the first term of the expression for u(x) in (28) is itself a solution of the equa-

tion, if <j)( a ) = 0.
In fact, substituting

in the second member of (25") we have

^-I.Mdi-^-I.
If we integrate

fbJL
/(í) í rt

7ÍÍTÍX
♦W'"*'*}*

rxn(P\

rxeJí

-/*■*£•'

1

by parts we obtain

</.(a!) + e-/x 7(a:1I </>'(?)e"yf ^d*

-lim

r

rb _*1 /«

ey'/w

x=a |_

- rh AL-

f(f)eyf/wrff

t/ti

~i
J

/»x

-

*'(*)#

= «(*) + *(«);

«Va

for, since | <£'(£) | = iV,

ex A-) | f(£)e 7* '«><# <JVêy* /(fl I e y« /cí,dfS ^(¡b - a),
and
rfx ¡%x
„
f°,-i _ax_

limeA/w
x=a

.-6 _aJ
df
_ f0

4>'(S)eJtAt,dÇ

= 0.

*) a

Hence <£( a ) = 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition

(28) be a solution of (25').

that the first term of
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(28) cannot be a solution of the

f myy*
be convergent in the neighborhood of a, and since the integral formed from the
first part of u ( £ ) is convergent, it is necessary that

« CeJ( ?Jf)

Xm)

di;

be convergent in the neighborhood of a.
But this is obviously not the case.
Hence that (25') have a solution it is necessary and sufficient that (j>( a ) = 0.
The solution is then unique, and is given by

(29)

u(x) = eJxAx)j

<f>'(C)eJí /(i)rff.

In (27") we cannot take a = a because in general to do this would make the
integral divergent.
Let us then rewrite (27") as

(30)

u(x) = -eJxJW\

f(f)e/í/(í)rff+C7

and substitute this in the integral equation (25').
We know that the two
members resulting have identical derivatives ; it remains merely to show that
at a given point they take on the same values to make them identical throughout.
But to show this is no easier than to substitute directly into the integral
equation.
The result of the substitution
is the same as that obtained by substituting
the first term of the expression for u(x),
since the second term is
obviously a solution of the homogeneous equation.
The second member of (25 )
then becomes
_rb a(
r* — e Jí /(í) í ra'
f" -^
I

If we integrate

<¡>(x)-eJ'Axi

this by parts we obtain the expression

l

$(!;)eJimd!;

= ux(x)+

$(a)

— lim ul(x),
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where ux(x) is the first term of u(x),
fb

ux(x)=-eJx/M
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i. e.,
dx^

,

\

/-ft d{

4>'(Ç)eJÉ^df.

•■SX

We can show that limi=oM1(cc) = 0 by showing that a quantity n can be determined small enough so that when (* —a) = jj, |w,(a;)| becomes less than or
equal to an arbitrarily given H.
We have
_ fbdx

\ux(x)\^N

s*a'

rb df

e J»M I /tM)dÇ
_ fb dx /»» fb d£

where œ= s.

_ fb dx_ /»a' fbdí^

Then
_ fb dx

\ux(x)\^N(s-x)
where we represent

+ Ne j*™F(s),

by F( s ) the integral

Xa' fb df
Take s = H¡2N thus fixing s by the value of H.
This fixes also the value of
NF( s ). Take now v = s and so small that if x = n,

Ne ■/"M^-^.
We then have
\ux(x)\S=H

(n5lí»+l|);

which was to be proved.
We see therefore that a necessary and sufficient condition that (25") have a
solution is that <$>
( a ) = 0.
The general solution is then given by

(31)

u(x)--eJ'™\j

f(fKi/(f)df+cJ.

If the function <£(x) has a zero at a so intense that the expression

jff(«
converges when x = a, we have apparently the state of affairs which was treated
in section 6 of the earlier paper.
To show the agreement of the two results we
notice first that the function f(%) of (25") is not the same as that of (9), for in
(25") the function corresponding to K(x, |) of (9) being equal to 1 is not less

436
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our kernel

to one that can be treated

the method of sections 1-4 we must replace f(%)

/(f) = 2?TO,

[October
by

in (25") by

H<1,

so that the kernel in (25") becomes H¡f(^).
With this change it is seen that
the only solution with sufficient intensity of vanishing is
b ,7£

u(x) = eJxAx)
This solution, provided
replace y(a;) by af(x)

I <j>'(Ç)eJt™dÇ.

that <£'(£) vanishes as above, continues to hold if we
and let a change continually from +1 to — 1, thus

changing (25") into (25').

12. The Method of Approximation.
Let us return now to equations with kernels of the form K(x, !)//(£)
still
assuming g(x) = 1.
By taking the numerical value of K(a,
a) into f(%) we can write the

kernel as

, l + r(a>,g)

m) '

and we are led to the two equations

(32')

«(«)-»(») - jT1 +j^

g)«(g)de,

(32")

u(x) = <£(*)+ f1 +^

g)u(g)<%,

according as X(a, a) is < 0 or > 0 respectively.
hypothesis becomes

,.

r(sB,f)

Jim-—
and condition

.

exists, v > 0, v > 1

Here

condition

l

4° becomes

1Ím*=„<r>(a!)
= 0In (32') let us write
u(x)

= u0(x) + um(x),

where

"•«=*<*>-I*
7(7)'<«

3° of the

1911]
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and consequently

u (x)= "l

"7(irWo(?)^-l

" -T(W~umd^

or

>(»)»^(»)-jr1+JA",g)«p>(g)¿e,
/(f)
where

T(»,f)

*¿*>--£ att
/(f) *<*)*■
In the same way we may write
w(1'(a¡) = w^»)

-+ íí(2)(íc),

Wl(x)= ^(x)-

JT'-V^rff,

M«(a!)
= ^(iB)_jfa!l±I^D^(f)^,
where

By continuing

the process indefinitely,
uW(x)

= um(x)

we have

+ u<-m+V(x),

».(^-♦.(»í-jT^áf,
(33)

r*i 4- re»- £i
M("-)(x) = ^+1(a-)-Jo

/(g)

"(,t+1)(g)^,

^i(«)--jT^r «.(*)<«,
and (29) gives us

(34)

«*(«)-***• I *:(««"-/,j,I,áf.
«/a

We have also

(35)

U*)~-V-^um-A*)- f^-jgy^-MW-

It is quite

easy to find restrictions

on the absolute

values

of <f>'n(x) an^
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If

i*:(»)i^«o»-«)s

it follows that

\un(x)\^Jrm(x-a)W*™
If we integrate

[October

Ja

e-J(™dï.

by parts and remember that _/"(«) = 0, we have

f(x) + è/*™Jaf(Ç)e-J*™d^.
Since
f b d£_

the last expression in the brackets

fb d(_

is less than

f/'(£)^-/(*).
Hence
(36)

\um(x)\^2Xm(x-ay~f(x).

Since a constant

A may be chosen so that

\r(x,x)\^A(x-a)",

\T1(x,Ç)\^A,

a^x^R,

we have from (35) and (36)

\4>:Áx)\^A(x-a)^^y^

+ A£^y^d^

^2Xm_lA(x - a)i-1+" + 2A7"m_1-4
f (x - af^dx
S4Xm_1^(x-a)i™+%

provided that we take R so that R — a = 1.
Now X0 = JV, where |$'(cc)| = X0, and therefore

\u0\^2Xf(x),

X1 = 4X4,

ix = v,

|u11^2J^,(aj){4^(îB

X2 = (4^)2X,

i2 = 2r,

\u2\^2Nf(x){iA(x-a)"}2,

Nm=(±A)mN,

im = mv,

\um\^2JSf(x){4:A(x-ay}m.

—a)"},

* In the oases where we can take v = 0, we define a constant r so that if a = x 5i -B,
|r{a;, i)|gr,
We then have \Q'm(x )| ^Nmrtm,
etc. By taking M small enough, the
series in powers of T is shown to be convergent.

1911]
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13. A Solution of Equation (32').
Let us now form the series
(37)

U(x)

= u0(x)

+ ux(x)

+ u2(x)

+ ....

This series is absolutely and uniformly convergent

= a + 1, where R is so small that áA(R

through a region a = x = R

— a)" < 1.

In fact

\U(x)^2Nf(x)1_¿ÍA1{R_ar
and U(x) vanishes at least to the order of vanishing oif(x).
The continuous function U(x), defined by (37), is a solution of the integral
equation (32'). For, write
£T(sB) = «0(sB) + «1(aj)+

and substitute

...

+un(x)+

Ul*+l>(x)

+J^

Vu(Ç)dÇ;

in the expression

L(x) = u(x) - j>(x)+ £l
the result is

J(»)-t7<-*"(»)-*(»)+ jT1+Ifr{)P>+"(.f)df

+^+£¥âr"^dS+p7mds

or

L(x) = U'^(x)

- <t>n+x(x)
+ £1+Ji\X),^)

+ U0(x)-<f>(x)+£U^d!;

+ u%{x)-^{x)

U^\t)d!;

+ U0(x)-<t>x(X)

+ £^d!;

+ £^d^

or

L(x) = U^\x)
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 30

- <¡>n+x(x)
+ £1+Ji<jçB),*) V*+ltt)dÇ.
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Now

I£.+!(*) I= {iA (* - aY }n^x= {4A(R-ay

j^x,

and

U^l\x)^2Nf(x)

¿

{4A(x-ay}m^2Nf(x)

¿

m=n+l

{4A(R-ay}m

m—n+1

= *W(*){4A(S-°r\'+\_iA1(ll_.ayAlso
UÇ

^2X(¿

y^n
+ 1 ){4¿( .g-o)'}"+'
l-44(2?-a)*

^2X(i?-g)(^

+1

(*x

+ !){4¿(jg-

aï.
a)-}"+1

l-4^(i?-a)"
From these inequalities

where B=f(x).

it follows that

But the right

hand member

may be made as small as we

please, since 4.4 ( R — a)v <.! , by taking n large enough.
and U(x) is a solution of the given integral equation (32').

In order to extend
equation as
u

i \

At \
(^-♦O-J.

this solution

beyond

the point

Si + T(x,l;)
T(x,t)
CH1

fi

Hence

L(x)

= 0,

R we may write

the

+ r(x,?)

Tf^J)
/(g) »(g)rfg
+J,fl - +/(g)
«(fW

or

«(«)
=</>«(*)
+J¡Jl±^gll)«({)áe.
This is an equation with a continuous

kernel, and since

</>,(*)
=*(g)-f 1+J(g)'f)
^(f)rff•
is also continuous, there is one and only one solution of the equation continuous
except for a finite number of discontinuities, and finite, for R = x = b. This
solution on account of its uniqueness must be independent of the choice of the

point R,

a < R < a + jj-^p^,

a<R

<a + l.
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We have arrived then by this approximation method at a single continuous
solution of the integral equation (32'), which vanishes as x approaches a at
least as strongly as/"(a;).

14. A Solution of Equation (32").
For the solution of (32") we define
U(x)

= u0(x)

+ ux(x)

+ u2(x)

+ • • -,

where

«u(«)=*.(»)+£j^«.*.(»)-r^/Sf"-i(f)df•
From (31) we have as a particular

solution
/•* ÍL pR

(38)

rb d(

*„{*)--fJ'™[wWtm**'

We have also

(39)

6,(«0 = /(a;) «,-i(«)+J

y-(g) «,-l(f)ff.

if the various integrals are convergent.
We can in this case also quite easily
get restrictions on the absolute values of <f>'m(x)an<^ um(x)'

If
$m(x)^Nm(R-a)<
I _ fh *L /»B fb ÍÍ.

K(aOl^.(*-«H«~'/"JWf

e f/(f'^

^JVB(i?_ay.|«(*)|,
where
rb ^_ f^R rb it

ü(x)

= -e~Jxm\

9tJ*dt.

Let us assume for the present, and show later, that v and C can be found so that

|m(«)|

= Cf(x)(x

— ay'

(a^x^R',

R' to be determined later.
When | /' ( a ) | < 1 we can take v = 0.
write, assuming this and taking R = R',

\um(x)\^CNm(R-a)Hx-ay"f(x),
and from (39)
\^(x)\^ACXm_x(R-ay-ix-ay^+ACXm_x(R-ay^£^^yv/,

0^v'<v),

We may
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to a so that ( R — a ) < 1.

Hence

\Vm(x)\rkACNm_x(R-a)^(x-ay-*'(l
^DCXm^(R-ay-*(x

+ Y^
- a)--"'

^DCN^R-a)^-",
where

We have then

Nm =DCN

,,

im +i
'

m—1 '

, +' (i/-i/).
V
/

m—1

But since X0 = X, ¿0= 0, we have

\uP\?=CX(x-a)-*f(x),

14>[
(x)| 3=DCN(R-ay-*',

I«,(») I= -DC2X(JB-a)"-"'(x-a)-^'/(x),

¡<!>;
(a;) | =s D2C2N(R-afv~^,

| w2(x)| S i)2 C\R-a)^-^N(x-a)~'f(x

I^^ISfiJC^-an-J,

),

|Mm(x)|^{i)C(i2-a)-'}-CX(a!-a)-"/(x).

The series
(40)

U(x)

can now be treated.

= u0(x) + ih(x)

+ ■■■+ um(x) +...

For if

(x — a) = R— a <\ff

q)"^'

the series for (x — a)v'U(x)
is absolutely and uniformly
sents a continuous function of x, a = x = R.
And

convergent,

and repre-

\u(x)\^N(x-a)-'f(x)ï_I)C{CR_arv,.
U(x) is shown to be a solution of the equation in the same way as for equations of the other type. The inequalities are but slightly different.
We have

L(x)^U(x)-4,(x)-£1+J^X)^)U(^)d^
= U^(x)-<f>n+1(x)-£1

+J{{^ f) £Tc+'>(g)rfg,
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where

\<f>m+Áx)\
= {VC(R-ay-'}^x,

\U^(x)\^N(x-a)-/(x)C^^(V-«r"1

*

and

|ri±^^f)if|S(,

+1)r™áf
^{DC(R-af-*
'}n+lX(A + l)C(x-ay-*'
l-DC(R-a)'-''
1-v'

'

so that

N(A + \)C(x-a)l->'

"I

+ (1 - v'){l - DC(R - a)—1}J '
The right hand member of this inequality can be made as small as we please for
any value x0 of x, a = x = R, by taking n large enough.
Hence L(x) = 0,
a = x=R,
and U(x) is a solution of (32").

15. The Function ü(x).
Let us now return and justify the inequalities
_ fb <ix^ -R

ü(x) = -eA/MJ
in section 14.

stated for the function
fb df

eJiAf)dÇ

This function is a solution of the equation

w(a¡)= a5-f I Y(Á^'
We have assumed that/"(a;)

is positive for a < x Si R and that

R dx

\ f(x)
is not convergent.
We shall show that |m(x)|
Consider first the value of *
..

1

pb

= Cf(x)

when |/'(a)|

<1,

dx

~Jx 7(*1

/(<«)
* The method used here is essentially the same as that used in evaluating
■when limx=af(x)

= oo, \imt=ag{

x ) = oo.

See Osgood

: Calculus, p. 236.

XvcaI=a,f{x)/g(x)
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This remains finite as x approaches

1
/(»)

1

_Jx

J(x)

fb'

¿x'

—e

~J~v\~7TW\ )

dx

ß

fix)

/

_

[October

We have, in fact,

Áax))

/(*') \

pb' dx

a.

INTEGRAL

fb

dx \

dx,\eJx

a <x < X'<x',

'

™)

or

1- /(«)
/(*')
x' áx
/

A»)
y-b

dx

/;

A»)

Choose x' = i?' close enough to the point a so that

|/'(x)|

<#",

<z<x = x',

where H is a constant such that/,(a)<ZT<
1. There is then a point x0<x'
such that if a < x = x0 the bracket may be written 1+X ( x ), where | \ (x) | = 17,
17arbitrarily assigned < 1 — H.
We have then

/(^(l-,)^/^),
rb

dx v

'/

rbdxj1

•>x fix)

„•' xM

and

/(x)
/ x /w

/(X)
/" 6 ¿x

Hence for every point x = x0 there must be a point X, x0 < X=

.ß', for which

A*)

rb dx

y^jix)

is greater ; otherwise we should get a sequence of points Xt, X2, • • • having a
limit point x = x0. This point, however, determines in the same way a point
X, for which X> x.
So there is no limiting point in this sense.
But for all points beyond x0 the given function

1

7T^)
x f(x)
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is less than or equal to a certain constant
-t

J.
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Hence

pb dx

-e~JxM^J,
/(*)

and

nb dx

e~J*Az) = Jf(x)

(a^x^R').

Consider now the function

«(»)-and perform an integration

by parts.

/•b dx r-

v.(x)=f(x)-e~JxM

e J>**\

eJtmd!;,

Then

fb dx^ -|

\f(R)eJßAx>

pb dx

(/»&

b d(

—g

\ + e~J'mj
dx *

A
f{t)t*mdt
a b dx

fifi

fb d£

1 + Jf(R)ejR™)+ e~J'*»J |/'(f)¡/f mtt'
We have assumed R = R", whence \f'( £ ) | < H.

Defining
fb

dx

J'=Jf(R)ejRfi-*\
we have

\û(x)\^(l

+ Ç')f(x) + ff\ü(x)\,

and since H <_1,

and this defines the constant C.
We now consider w ( x ) when f(a) = c, | c j = 1.
The constant c must be
positive; otherwise f(x)
would be negative in the neighborhood of a.
We

have
(c — B)(x — a) =f(

x) = (c + 8)(x — a),

a = x = a + n,

where 6"is small, so chosen that c — S > 0 and neither c — 8 nor c + S is equal

to 1.

Hence

111
(c + o-)(x-a)-/(x)-(c-8)(x-a)'

and
_ fb dx

nR

fb d£_

_ f-q dx

|w(x)| = e ,/«A«0 I eJtsWd%=eJ*7&>

nR

fr¡ d(

\ ft/Wdf
- /"i

d¿

S¡ e >/x (c+i)(x-a)

/•*

j

/"i

g-'j

¿f

(c-J)({-a)¿£#
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If we now perform the indicated

If we write

integrations,
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we have

«»i-C-^nSE-:)**
1

-

*

1

'^r

X

the right hand member becomes

where c' — 8' > 0, c — 8' +- 1, c' + 8" 4= 1 • Hence

.(^„-.rc-r'^'V:^"^
= ii^JTe"—fi"! [(» - °)e'"6'(Ä-

«)W-í" + (» - a)1_5'-i"],

where we may take S7and 8" as small as we please.
And so if c = c = 1 we
may take 1/ > 0 as near zero as we please ; if c > 1, c' < 1 we may take v' > 1 — c'
as near 1 — c as we please. Hence for the general case c = 1, we take

- 1 _- 1 + e=l_
i/=l
c

where e is as small as we please.
16. The One Parameter

1
—-.

/ (a)

+ e

And thus we prove the inequalities
Family

of Solutions

of Equation

of § 14.

(32").

The question now is presented to us, since we have obtained a particular
solution of (32") by one choice of R, whether it is not possible to get other
solutions by means of different values of R, R = Rx, R2, ■■-, R., and whether
there is any sort of dependence among the solutions thus resulting.
The answer
is that all the solutions corresponding to values of R satisfying the conditions
laid down for it belong to a linear system

V(x)=

U(x)+

CW0(x).

The difference of any two solutions of the non-homogeneous equation (25") or the
non-homogeneous equation (32") is a solution of the corresponding homogeneous
equation.
Now the complete solution of the homogeneous equation correspond-

to (25"),

W(B)"J.m**'
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is

w(x) = e J* Ai).
If we let W(x)

= wx(x) + IF(1)(x),

(4i)

where w{(x) = w(x)

and substitute

in

W(X)=£i+j^nW(k)d^

which is the homogeneous

equation

corresponding

to (32"), the equation

to

determine TF(1)(x).will be

or

TF»(x) = ^(a¡) + jT1+^g)'f)

^(I,(?)^>

where the function

T(x,g)
vanishes when x = a, and ^'(x) remains finite as x = a. Hence we get a
solution for this equation, keeping the same value for R that was used in
getting U(x) in §14, by forming a function U^(x) based on ^r(x) in the
same way that the U(x) of §14 was based on <£(x).
U])l(x) will contain C
as a factor to the first degree.
Hence

W(x) = wx(x)+U^(x)
will be a solution of the homogeneous equation (41), and will contain C as a
factor to the first degree.
W(x) is not identically zero since it takes on the
value C when x = R.
We may write W(x) as CW0(x) where W0(x) takes
on the value 1 when x = R; and we have thus a system of solutions of the nonhomogeneous equation (32") given by

V(x) = U(x) + CW0(x).
Now we may write the general

solution of (25"), as we have seen,, in the form

dx ¡i„Bx.
fb. b ax^

v(x) = eJxm\

fb d^
füa¡

<}>'(£)eJ(mdl + Ce

./.; x

Ax)

• 'x

Suppose we form a series V(x) in the same way we formed the series U(x)
§ 17, except that we use the expressions
<.b dx

_ e.

«„(») - *~Jx M f £(f
t/X

fbd£

fb

dx

f b dx

K« mdlt + cme~Jx ** = üm(x) + cme~Jx *»,

of
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instead of the terms um ( x ).
If we let wi be the general term in the expansion
of ^(x)
we may write the sum of the first m terms of V(x) as
m

m

E«^*)

m—I

+ «iEw/W

i=l

2

+ «iE «<(«) + ••• + cm-iHwiix) + cmwAx)-

i=l

i=l

i=l

We have already shown the existence of the limits
m

m

lim ^w,(x),

lim 23 Iw^( se) I-

Wl=ao i=l

m=»

i=l

We now investigate

Ec¡ Z «>,(»).

¿=i

{TO

The expression

(a) may be rewritten

i=i

J1

W—¿+1

in the form
m

p

lim Ií«f+w
m=»

p=l

i=l

Consider now ct 4- c2 -f • • • and «jj -f- w2 + • • •. Since wx + w>2+ • • • is absolutely convergent the product of these two series will be the series whose general
term is
v

i. e., the expression (a), provided that the series of c's is convergent.*
We see
then that if the series of c's is convergent, the series of v's is convergent, V
represents a function belonging to the linear system already discovered, and is
hence a solution of the integral equation (32").
On the other hand if the series of v's is convergent for one value of x,
x = Rx = R, V is again of the specified linear system.
For we may write
v (x) in the form
_ fRi d£

«.(»)

=e

" Ax)

/»i?!

fRx df

#.-.(!)«*

_ fRi jix

mdt

+ c>

/w>

so that
0

and the series
«3

Y,c' =c
0

is convergent.

The series for V(x)

is therefore

convergent

* Encyklopädie der Mathematischen Wissenschaften, vol. I, page 96.

for a = x = Rx,
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and the function

V(x)

may be written in the form

Ü(x) + CW(x).
Since, however, all solutions of the form

U(x) + CW0(x)
are convergent at x + R they all belong to this family.
In fact W0(x) is a
constant times W(x), both being solutions of the homogeneous equation, since
by the above treatment, putting <f>
( x ) = 0, the family C Wg ( x ) is contained in

the family CW(x);

and Ü(x)

is therefore given by U(x) + ClWQ(x),

where Cx is some constant.
So the two families are identical.
We have thus
shown that all solutions obtained by taking different values of R in the development of § 14 are members of this family.

17. Extension

of the One Parameter

We have still to see how we can extend
point R.
We may write (32") as

Family

our solutions

beyond R.
beyond the farthest

u(x) = ^(x)+£1^j^u(^)d^+£l+J^i)u(i)d^
or

u(x) = +c(x)+£

1+^'g)«(g)rfg,

where

+e(x)= »(a) +£1+Ju)% g)"(g)¿g
= ^(x)+Jgl+/^^){£7(g)

+ C7ir0(g)}¿g.

This equation, when the value of C is specified, gives rise to a single solution
u(x),
since in the region R = x = 6 the kernel and the function ^rc(x) are
continuous.
Moreover this solution has at R the value yjre(R) or C and
hence joins on continuously to the particular solution that was assumed from

a to R.
In particular the solutions U(x) and U(x) + W0(x) can be so extended,
and there will be a one-parameter family of solutions U(x) + CW0(x),
arising
from the fact that W0(x) is a solution of the homogeneous equation.
But this
family is identical with that obtained by extending each solution separately, since
there is only one solution that takes on thé value C when x = R.
Thus the
solutions are extended uniquely and continuously to the point b.
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18. The Theorem

of section 10.

A more General

The theorem of § 10 is now easily made complete.

(20)

[October

Theorem.

For given the equation

u(x)= 4,(x)+£ f(\)l[l)<t)dt

satisfying

the conditions of that theorem, we succeed, by making the substitution
w(x)

in transforming

(42)

= u(x)g(x),

ID ( £C i

u(x)==jT^,

the given equation into the equation

w(x) = $(x)g(x)

+[

lf^g-(¡y\w^)d^

so that if u(x) is a solution of the first, w(x) is a solution of the second, and
vice versa. But this latter equation is of the type of section 12, for which we have
solutions continuous in the neighborhood of a and vanishing at a as strongly as
f(x)g(x)
if K(a, a) <0, or f(x)g(x)/(x—
a)"' if K(a,
a) > 0.
Hence
the solution of the given equation for K(a, a) <0 is continuous at a and in
its neighborhood, and for K(a,
a) > 0 the solutions of the given equation constitute a one-parameter family, continuous in the neighborhood of a except at a
and, as we approach a, remaining less in absolute value than f(x)/(x
— a)"'
(since i>> v).
It is possible, if K(a,
a) > 0, to have solutions that become
infinite at a.
It is worth noting that by the same sort of substitution,
q('£)
w(x)=iLA]-L.u(x),

we can treat the slightly more general equation

M(x) = 0(x) + £^|^|y)Jar(x,|)M(|)^.
In fact we have the following theorem :

Theorem.

*/
Io.

In the equation

U(X)
=</>(*)
+jf/(fJyff)W,
««(f)*
(a) K(x, £) is continuous in T, andf(x),
g(x),fx(x),
first derivative of the function f(x)g(x)/fx(x)gx(x)
ous in t;

gx(x) and the
are continu-

EQUATION
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(b) dK(x,
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%)jdx and dK(x,

£)/d£

satisfy condition (A) and are finite

in T;
(c) 4>(x) is continuous in t except at x = a, and is such that the function <f>(x) • g(%)/g,(%) and its first derivatives satisfy condition

(B) in t;
the function f(x)g(x)
is greater than zero in t except for
x = a, and for the value x = a vanishes in such a way that

I'. ASM*)

is not convergent ;

3°. K(a,a)^

the value

0;

then under the foregoing conditions,
(i) if K(a, a)<0
there exists one solution of the equation continuous
throughout t except perhaps at a, and this solution as x approaches
a remains
less in absolute value than some constant
times

f(X)/fl(X)i

and

(ii) if K(a, a)<0
there exists a one parameter family of solutions continuous throughout t except perhaps at a, and each solution as x approaches a
remains less in absolute value than some constant times f(x)l[fx(x)(x—a)"~\,
where v is any number that satisfies the conditions

1> i/>0,

1

v>l-

dV f(x)g(x)

Il

■

dxlfl(X)ffi(X)]\x=a
19. Extension

of Solutions

Beyond

a Second Discontinuity

of the Kernel.

The question arises as to whether the solutions can be extended beyond a
second vanishing point of f( x ) or g ( x ). In general they cannot, as the following example shows. The equation

has the single solution i
fa

a—x

u(x) = eJx^2a-^'x

fix

_ fa

(a-()

I 4>'(f)e •'tie*—i> sd%

which becomes infinite as x approaches 2a.
Still, there are large classes of solutions that can be extended.
A condition
is that the solution itself vanish at the point where f(x) or g(x) vanishes.
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at the End of the Interval.

We have confined ourselves to integral equations (1) where a = x = b.
When, instead, we have aSx = 4, so that the discontinuity in the kernel is at
the end of the interval, if we make the substitutions

x = a — x,

x = a — x,

g' = a- Ç,

%= a-%,

(0<i'£«-l),

¿r--rfg,
the equation

.(.)-♦ lm)+£j5fiß..Wil
is reduced to

,

's

At

>s

u(a-x)-+(a-x)-Jt

r'

K(a-x,a-%)

Aa_f)g{a_xr)u(a-?)d?,

or

ü(x')=4>(x)- r*&±ïLû(Ç)dt.
Hence an equation where K(a, a)> 0 is changed into an equation
(32'), and one where K(a, a) < 0 into one of type (32").

of type

21. A Different Point of View.
An instructive point of view as regards the nature of the solutions of (32")
developed in section 16, is obtained in the following way. If we had written

(32") in the form
/

x

±,

s

C1

+M1(¡e,

«(x) = <Kx)+ Ja -/(g)
thus introducing
in \,

the parameter
V(x)

the conditions

determining

\,* and sought

= w0(a¡) + Xvx(x)

g)

„v .„

tt(g)<**'

for a solution as a power series

+ \2v2(x)

vm(x) would be precisely those that we have already

found, and would yield
_ fb dx

Hence all solutions analytic in X. belong to the linear family

U(x)+CW0(x).
* This is analogous to the point of view of M. T. Lalesco in regard to equations of the first
kind.
T. Lalesco:
Sur l'équation de Volterra, Journal
de Mathématiques,
ser. 6, vol. 4
(1908), p. 125. See Transactions
of the American
Mathematical
Society,
vol. 11

(1910), p. 395.
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The same investigation applied to the equation (32') shows that there is one
and only one solution of the equation that is analytic in X.
22. A Restrictive

Theorem upon a Class of Solutions.

We can go, however, somewhat farther in limiting the number of solutions of
equations (32') and (32").
The solutions so far developed satisfy the condition

!F(x)|gi
1

v n

const./(x)..

(x — ay

We can show that any solution which is continuous in the neighborhood of the
origin, except possibly at the origin, and which satisfies this condition, is among
the solutions already found.
We have the following theorem :
Theorem.
Given the hypotheses of § 10, l°-4°, the solutions there specified are the only ones continuous in the neighborhood
of the origin, except
possibly at the origin, such that in the neighborhood of the origin each solu-

tion satisfies the condition
\U ( X ) \ = Const ;-r-

1 v n

or, more generally,

(x — a)"' ,

if

such that
(a) <I>(x) approaches zero as x approaches a;
(b) <ï>'(x) remains finite as x approaches a.
There are no such solutions i/" Io—3° of section 10 hold, but not 4°.
By the transformation
u(x)

w(x)
g(x)

——r-r

the given equation is reduced to the equation (42)

(42)

w(x) = 4>(x)g(x) + £^lllw(^)d^

and the condition

becomes lim 4>(x) = 0, and <ï>'(x) remains

finite, as x

approaches a, where

w-r^»"^»*

<D

'K(x,Ç)-K(a,a)

If we assume the first part of the theorem of this section, the second part
follows immediately.
For since

rx

w(x) = <l>(x)g(x) + <S>(x)+ j

w(£)

-j—^-¿f

J- 8fM/(?)?({)
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w(x) must satisfy an equation of the type of (25') or (25"). But we have seen
that it is necessary, in order that there be a solution of those equations, that the
term not involving the dependent variable have zero as a limit as x approaches

a.

Hence

lim [<f>(x)g(x) + <t>(x)] =0.
x=a

But
lim<ï>(x) = 0,
x=a

so that

Urn [(f)(x) g (x)] =0,
wit

which was to be proved.
If in (42) we put e/>(x) for <j)(x)g(x),
/(g) for /(g)g'(g),
w(x), we have the equation of § 12, which is then reducible
The condition then becomes

lim<E>(x) = 0,

|í>'(x)|SX,

a^x

and u(x) for
to (32') or (32").

= d

(a'>a),

x=a

where

Let

us investigate

this theorem

1 + T(x, g) by X(x,

(43)
The equation

(44)

in regard

to equation

(32").

Replacing

g) we write (32") as

«(x)= <Kx)
+£5fe^M(g)rfg.
(25") then becomes

u(x)= *i» + Jf^8'

and we can obtain a solution

/(l)r(îC,g)»(g)^

of it by a method of approximation

from (43).

For, let U']0(x) be any chosen solution of (43) that satisfies the conditions of
the theorem, and let us try to find a solution of (44) in the form

uü(x) = Ul(x) + U\(x)+Ul(x)+
where

(45)

i7KB)=*:(«)
+X^ftr^^'

and

(46)

«•(»)- - £T-^lül_M)d^

...
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Then <3>J(x)= — 0>(x), as defined in the hypothesis, so that <i>0x(a)= 0, and
d$>[J(x)/dx remains finite. For U\ take the solution developed in section 14,
on ^(x)
as a basis.
That analysis gives us

\U\(x)\^(x-a)--1_D™%XJa)J

(*<«'),

so that

DC(R-ay-*'
\92(x)\-JS\-DC(R-ay-""
since

In the same way

^ \rr°r M-e/

(a) WmKx)\ = yx~a)

\-> Í JC(^-g)'"'

I""1

" \l-DC(R-ay->']

CNf(x)

1 - DC{B - a)*-"

and

lPj

I ™(:Cjl"iVll-Z>C(7?-a)—'[

If we denote this parenthesis

"

by p we have

TV
m=l

-1 — P

and the series for uQ is uniformly convergent for a = x = a , since taking i? near
enough to a we can make p as small as we please.
The function u0 thus developed is shown in the
solution of the equation (44), which is, of course,
pursue a method of approximation from (44) back
solution of (44) by a method of approximation from

same way as in § 14 to be a
equation (25").
Let us now
again to (43), defining each
solutions of (43). We define

<f>i{x)=£I~mfUo^)d^
and in general

uii*)
=•:(»)+jf^fjjf-^:(*)#.
$
fOr ONf{x)/{l

— DCT) when v = 0.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 31
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is a solution of the equation
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as may be proved by a method similar to that used in section 14.

We have in fact,

-tm=0JarT-M}u:,{()<i(+rT-Miiui(i)di,
J \Ç )
Ja
J \Ç J j+l
and the limit of this asj becomes infinite gives us, the last term disappearing
on account of the inequalities (a), (ß),

*<•)-£
fcyftpviw*'

or

«\(«)— Z *!(»)•
We see then that if we define

Ul(x)=-±Ut(x),
it will be a solution of the equation

Ul(x)=®l(x) + £^^Ul(i;)di;,
and will satisfy the inequality

\U\(x)\^(x-a)-*f(x)D{lP_p),
Now if we determine
Qlm(x), we have

No

since

(x-

Ulm(x), m > 0, as the function
Npm

\^)\

= (T~y

and

A.
¿ä1
And if in general we put

",v ;|

No
i —p i —/>

a)-'^

( R— a V-"'

(g _ >y .

i7of section 14 based on
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will be a solution of its proper equation

Ui(x) = ^0(x) + £K^^u;(è)d^,
and

(y)\ui(x)\^(x-arf(x)ND(^f,

I*i(*)l=érP(ïzrp)~lpm'

and

formulas that are verified by mathematical
Let us now consider the function
F(x)

= lim [m0(x)

+ m,(x)

induction.

+ m2(x)+

••• +Mn(x)].

We have
u0(x)

+ Ul(x)+

...

+un(x)

= Ul(x) + U\(x) + Ul(x)+
+ U;(x)

+ U:(x)

...

+ U"2(x)+...,

and this reduces to

ül(x)-Ul+\x).
But by (7)
Ni

|f7;+1(x)|S(x-a)-7X^)I>(ri-)
whence if we take R so small that p < |,

0

\n+l

,

i. e., p/( 1 — p) < 1, we shall have

lim | U"0+l(x) | = 0.

Hence

V(x) = Ul(x).
But since
ao

2>„(*)
is convergent for x=

R,

V(x)

must be one of the linear family

V(x) = U(x) + CW0(x).*
Hence any solution that satisfies the conditions of the present theorem is a
member of that one-parameter family.
This same analysis applies to equation (32'). In the case of (32'), since each
un(x)

is uniquely

* See section 16.

determined,

there is only one possible solution.
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of Solutions.

So far we have considered only finite solutions, or at most solutions that
become infinite at x = a to an order not greater than the first.
It is possible,
however, to limit the totality of solutions as to character.
Theorem.
Let the kernel of (1) be in the form

^(a»,g)/,(f)«
/<*)?(*)

where
1°. (a) K(x,%)
continuous in t ;

is continuous

in T,-f

and f(x),

g(x)

and f(x)

are

(b) dK(x, %)¡dl; = K2(x, %) satisfies A , and is finite in T ;
(c) </>(x) is continuous in t except perhaps at a, and is such that the
function (f>(x)g(x) is continuous at a.
2°. The function f(x)g(x)
vanishes at most a finite number of times in t.
3°. On any horizontal line f = £0 cutting T there is at least one point in

Tfor which K(x, f ) 4=04
Then all the solutions of (1) continuous
of points are such that the function u(x)g(x)

in t except for a finite number
remains continuous in t, except

possibly at x = b. §
This conclusion is equivalent to the statement that there can be no solutions,
continuous in t except possibly for a finite number of points, of the equation

u(x) = <j>(x)+£*(*,

f)|®«(l)#,

and not continuous in all points of t except possibly x=b.
In fact equations
of the first form may be reduced to those of the second by change of independent variable (see section 18).
For the proof of this theorem we need the following lemma, which is stated in
slightly more general form than necessary :

Let h(x) be a function of x continuous for
number of finite discontinuities,
such that

Í

A <x

= B except for a finite

h(x)dx

'A

converges.

*This redundant form of expression for the kernel is used on account of condition 3°.
flf we replace the triangle T by the square S : aS=i;¡¡=b,a^i=x^b
this theorem holds for
the equation with constant limits, u(x) = ^ ( z ) +/„ X{x, f ) a ( f ) df.
%An example that does not satisfy the condition 3° is given by Bûcher, Introduction to the
Study of Integral Equations, p. 17. The equation is u ( x ) =f£fx-î
u ( f ) <2f, which has as solutions u ( x ) = lex*-1, which are non-integrable.
§ This exception was not noted in a preliminary paper, Bulletin
of the American

Mathematical

Society,

16, (1909), p. 130.
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Let r(x)
be a function
such that r(x)
and r'(x)
are continuous
A~x^B
except for a finite number of finite discontinuities.

for

Then

I r(x)h(x)dx
VA

converges.
The statement is easily verified by integration
point before the second discontinuity of r(x),
r>B

by parts.

r>B

I r(x)h(x)dx

If B' > A is any

r-B'

= I r(x), h(x)dx + r(B') J h(x)dx

Ja

Jb'

Ja

JfB'
a

whence if in the region A = x = Bwe

define P,

/*x
r'(x) I h(s)dsdx,
Ja

F and Q by the relations

i^l fXh(s)ds
\r(x)\,

F^\v(x)\,

Q

I CB
I |A(x)|tZx I,
Jb>

we shall have

I ICBr(x)h(x)dx
IJa

PQ + P'Q\B'-A\.

To apply this lemma to the conditions of the theorem it is convenient to extend
our integrations outside the oblique boundary of T.
For this purpose let us

define
K(x,
by which means a continuous

vided.

g) = X(x,
extension

x),

g>x,

across the boundary

line g = x is pro-

Beyond this boundary we shall have X2 ( x, g ) = 0.

Let us suppose that x = a is the first .point where u(x) is not continuous.
On the line g = a in T there is a point in the neighborhood
of which
X(x, a) 4= 0.
Let x = x0 be a point for which K(x, a) =j=0 and for which

JV(x0g)^M(g)¿g
is convergent.

Then also

Í

x(x0,i¡y^u(C)d!;

is convergent, a = R = x0. Let us fix Ä less than a,, any second supposed
discontinuity of u(x), and near enough to a so that X(x0, g) + 0, aSHij=R,

and/(g)=(=0,a<gSÄ.
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In the integral

take the integrand
function

as the function

h(%) of the lemma.

As r(x)

K(x, f)

afciï
which for a fixed value of x is a continuous

choose the

(oS'SJ!,•
function

of f.

The value of r ( |f )

K(x^)K2(x^)-K(x,^)K2(x0j)

r^)-~
and accordingly

satisfied.

[K(x0^)Y

remains finite.

Consequently

the conditions

of the lemma are

Since

rtf)htf) = K(x,Ç)j&»(Ç),
we have the convergence of the integral

f^ï$p«<f)df

,.M„.

which carries with it the convergence of the integral

M(x)-0(x)=jTV(x,|)^)M(|)^

(.S*SÄ).

Since the numbers .P, P', Q of the lemma can be defined as independent

of x,

it follows that
/i(*>.
\im£K(x,Ç)£^ju(Ç)âÇ~0,
and therefore, since $(x) is continuous
In the same way the integral

atx

= a,it(x)is

also.

jjV(..|)$g.(t)«
may be treated, where x is in the neighborhood of aj ( at 4= o ), the next succeeding possible discontinuity of u. The integrals

£k(x, f)A(«w(f)dçf JV(x, t)£Mutf)dt
are continuous functions of x at x = o^. And therefore,
uous, u ( x ) must be continuous at x = ax also.

since </>
( x ) is contin-
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In particular
the above method of proof establishes
out t except at b of any integral of the form

by Definite
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Integrals.

the continuity

through-

££(x,g)^M(g)cZg,
where G(x, g) is continuous in T, dG/dÇ
and u(x) is a solution of the equation

u(x) = <f>(x)+ £k(x,
and therefore where u(x)

is a solution

satisfies (A) and is finite

in T,

l)j^lu(^)d^,

of the equation

u(x)=<f>(x)
+£k(x, VffflglrfM**'
under the conditions imposed in section 23. Also if G(x,%) and dG/dÇ merely
satisfy (A) and are finite in T, the integral is continuous in t except at a finite
number of points, and remains finite except possibly at x = b.

25. Application to Analytic Kernels.
If we let g(x)

= l,/(x)

= 1 the equation

(1) becomes

u(x)=<f>(x) + £ /(g)X(x,

Ç)u(Ç)dÇ.

We know that there is one and only one continuous solution of this equation.
The theorem of section 23 tells us that this is the only solution continuous
except for a finite number of points.
Under this special case is included the integral equation with analytic kernel ;
for any function of the two variables analytic in T can be written in the form

/At )*"(*>
?)
where K(x, g) satisfies the conditions of section 23.
the unique solution is the known analytic solution.*

26. Equations

If <f>(x) is also analytic

for which section 9 gives the Complete Solution.

Let us make the hypothesis :

The kernel of (1) shall be in the form

K(*,S)

_ * If the kernel

Ai)gW

of the integral equation with constant coefficients is analytic in S and if <t>
(x)
is continuous in i, the continuous solutions are the only solutions continuous except for a finite
number of points.
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and first

derivatives

(b) dK(x, f)/c?x and BK(x, £)/d£ satisfy A, and are finite in T ;
(c) <f>(x) is continuous in t except perhaps at a, and is such that the
function <f)(:c)g(x) and its first derivative satisfy (B) ;
2°. the function f(x) g (x) is greater than zero in the neighborhood ofay
and vanishes at a in such a way that

f.

dx
f(x)g(x)

is not convergent ;

3°.

K(a,a)^0;

4°.

lim 4>(x)g(x) = 0.
x=a

Under these conditions the requirements of the theorems of sections 9 or 10
and 23 are satisfied in the neighborhood of the origin.
There are some cases
where the solutions specified in section 9 are the only possible solutions of the
equation continuous except for a finite number of points. To investigate this let
us impose the further condition that

d2K

K™(x^)

= ~dxd%

shall satisfy A and be finite in T. * It is easy to show that if in addition
(i)K(x,
|) is constant when f = x or (ii) it is known that the derivative of
u(x)g(x)
remains finite as x approaches a, then all solutions continuous in t
except for a finite number of points belong to the system of section 9.
We have the equations (see section 22),

K(x,x)-K(a,a)

*<z> =

f(x)

,

x

rxFJx,

U{X) + 1

%)u(%)

/(g)

7fc

*£

where

Kx(x,\;)

= dK(x,\;)¡dx.

In (i)
K(x, x) — K(a,

a) = 0,

and since the integrals

f^y-'w
■K(x^)-K(a,a)

r-%?^
ÇxKx(x,%)

*This condition was left out in the preliminary paper mentioned before.

(l + a)'
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are both convergent and remain finite at x = a (see section 24), 4>(x) and <l>'(x)
both have the limit 0 asa; approaches a.
Hence the conditions of the theorem
of section 22 are satisfied.

In (ii) we have

u(x)g(x) = 4>(x)g(x)+ jT^^Íl„(|)^,
¿i{«(«M»)} =fa{<K*)9(*)} + Kj^u^+[^j(^u{^d^

¿ W%(*)}
-¿{««Ort»)}
-f^|f)w(^

{x+ah

= ~iWu{x) {x+a)'

where

X,(x,g)

=

5X(x,g)
dx

The first member of this last equation remains finite as x approaches a ; hence
the second member must remain finite.
And since K(x, g) is continuous and
K(a, a) 4= 0, the function u(x)/f(x)
and therefore

[K(x,x)-K(a,a)]^
remains finite as x approaches a.

Hence by section 24

lim*(x)

= 0,

x=a

and 3>'(x) remains finite as x approaches a. So the conditions of the theorem
of section 22 are satisfied.
The solutions specified in section 9 are therefore the only solutions continuous except for a finite number of points.
27. Equations

Whose Kernels
Power of g.

are Analytic Functions of x, g Divided
Treatment by Povjer Series.

Let us now consider in the neighborhood of the origin equations
kernel is in the form of an analytic function,

by a

where the

K(x,ï)=j:±aijxi?,
1=0 j=0

divided by an integral power of g, g". This kernel is no less general than that
in which the denominator is of the form x" g*1, since the second case can be
reduced to the first by a change of dependent variable. We shall suppose <f>(x)
also to be analytic at x = 0.
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Let us seek analytic solutions of this equation,

(48)

u(x) = <p{x)+ £^ix2l)u{i)dli

in the neighborhood

of the origin.

Substitute

u(x) = 'Ebixi,

<Ka:)= X^»'»

¿=0

K(x, |)

VÇ

i=0

1 ^, ?

....

=t¿T.T.*t,p-t*?-*
6 p=A ¡=0

(^>^o).

The equation then becomes

<=0

¿=0

t/o

r=\p=\

i=0

Let us formally determine the coefficients br
by a proof of the convergence of the resulting

Our operations
series for u(x).

will be justified

We have

±bixi=±gixi+

¡=0

f¿ttP¿«í,P^ír-'-i^-

«=0

Jo

r=\

r=\

t= 0

We may assume that K(x, %) contains no factor ¿f. Hence in order that the
integral be convergent it is necessary that u(x) contain x" as a factor.
Under
these conditions we get
<o r-n

(48')

p

sbj-z9^+iEk-pzr
i=0
¿=0
r=n j>=A

~

;p-;+1

¿=or

— /* — M

and

(48")

&_M+1
= <^+1 + z v, Er_;TLi

•

Or, writing
r—X=ra,*

r=\

+ m,

we have
ni+A—¿i

"m+A-fi+1

To determine

— Sm+A-fi+1

"T

¿j

p=A

p

"m+»-p

V
¿rf

'£*»»', + X— /*— *+l

bm we have the equation

Ô"\Sm + x-M-*+

1J ~ ôr"'+x-"+1èm+A-M+l
^

m+A-ji

J)

*-•

m+l—p £-• m _L \

^

„_;

i 1'
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,s = m + X — p,

(49)
,

m—1
ro+À—s
y* z
V"* _**<,

¿

«

m+A-a-1

* h m + \-p.-i

+Y

Since 5=0
for m <1 u, a must be zero for i = X.
We have seen that if X = 0, i. e., K( 0, 0 ) 4= 0 the solutions are developable
into a series of functions which have essential singularities
at the origin.
And
so in general we may expect the above series for u(x) to have no circle of convergence ; this in fact can be shown by particular cases, the coefficients bm being
comparable to m ! in magnitude.
In the special case when p, — X = 1 however,
the convergence of the series may be shown. The equation to determine 6
becomes
(A

n

\

m—l

m+A-» n

or
m—1
m—1

b =-

j*m

- +

m+A—s
„
îJi+À—* s*
*i, m+X-i

2>. £

a.

Let us take w. S »ra0
great enough so that
0

la,

'

1

i=0

Then we shall have
1z

1 ^ a 1

m—1
1 1 o V
11

1

m+A—« I n
V
*. m+A->-l

¿=u

,

-,

>

m — î.

and therefore
w—1

l&J<2|¡7j

+ 2£¡o,|

w+A— s

£

I«ifm+A_a_<
I-

Let us define
A4-»

C,= Z|«<,A+,-<|¡= U

Then c is the sum of the absolute values of the terms of the sth diagonal in
the rectangular array of K( x, g ), and
to

is a power series with a radius of convergence p 4= 0.

With this definition we
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as
m—l

16
|<2|er li/ml | +' 2y;|6|c
I ml ^¿-J I

(m>m0),
K ^
u' *

s I m—s

or, since b0 = &x= ■•. = 6M_1= 0,
m—1

15 |<2|<7

| + 2y"|5|c

(m>m0).

Let us define

V = 2\g 1+ 2 y>'c

,

=0

&ó= &í= ••• =&»o> 1^1

0' = °. *>'"»/*. '". mo),

assuming for the present that the coefficients in the series for bm up to the m0th
term have been defined.
They are, of course, defined uniquely beyond that.

Then

\bm\ <b'm.

In fact

\b0\<b'0,

1601, • • •, | bm_x| are respectively

\bx\<b[,

■■■, \bm¡¡\<b'm¡¡, and if

less than b'0, • • •, b'm then | bm | < b'm, as we see

from the explicit formulas.
Accordingly we have merely to show the convergence of the power series
¿

b' xm.

m=0

But we shall show, and the convergence

of the given series follows from this

fact, that if
oo

oo

J^,ymxm

and

12 KM*m

m=0

are convergent

throughout

(r»>o,

the circle of radius p > 0, there is a circle of radius

p > 0 within which the series
tßmxm
m=0

is convergent,

a series whose coefficients are defined by the relation
TO—1

ß
=7'm +Y.ß
'm
' *—* ^* *m—t ■
s=0

For if R < p and R < 1, then

where Jf is some constant, and there exists a constant iVsuch that

N
Km
Km<"^ J£m )

whence

«™>0),

to=0

N
Km-, < 2J"' '
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Now if we define

(5i)

M

ß»= ß0,

we shall have ßm<_ß'm.

N 2z.1

fl>:g=+;s=£fl.
S—ll

But by (51)

*>B-KTherefore if p < R/(l + N),
for | x | = p , and the series

the power series defined by (51) is convergent

m=0

is convergent throughout the same circle.
It remains to see under what conditions the terms bi, i < m0, in (50) will not
be defined.
This will be when for some value of m
x a

l-E-^.-o.

«to*»— *

Otherwise, namely in the general case, there is one and only one analytic solution.
Since p, — X = 1, it is necessary that

9o = 9i = , •••>=S,m-i
There cannot be more than X + 1 integral

i-E^4
tZtm

—1

= °-

values of m for which

= o.

Let these k values be mt, • • •, mk. Then there is a one-parameter family of
solutions of the homogeneous equation if we take 60, 5t, • • •, bm¡¡_l= 0 and
choose bm¡¡arbitrarily.
In general these are all the analytic solutions of the
homogeneous equation.
For suppose 6, ( I < mk ) is the first coefficient not zero ;
let bm. be the next coefficient for which

l_¿A*=i

0.

£? m — 1

Then substituting

in the equations (50) gm = 0, we see that the condition
m—Í

m+A—s «

£0<

£

»=0 '

S=IL

^*v+A~;-<=o
mj -

1

must be satisfied.
If this condition is satisfied for one value of bt it is satisfied
for all, and if it is not satisfied for any chosen value it is satisfied for none, since
the succeeding coefficients up to b are uniquely determined from 6, and linearly
dependent on it. Kernels can be chosen so that this condition shall be satisfied
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and equally well so that the condition shall fail to be satisfied.
Of course if
¿*> mk there can be no analytic solution of the homogeneous equation, other
than u = 0, since b0 ■• • 6M_j= 0.
If there is a particular analytic solution of the non-homogeneous equation, the
general analytic solution will be the sum of this particular solution and the solutions developed above for the homogeneous equation.
A necessary and sufficient
condition that there should be a particular solution is that 6's can be found
satisfying (50).
The equations (50) include among them the equations
m,—I

/ TOj-t-A—» fi

^+li-(S^r)-°

\

«-'••.••-»>■

which can be regarded as equations restricting certain coefficients in the development of <f>(x). It is sufficient for a particular solution if, in addition to the
general restriction g0, gx, ■■-, gK = 0, also g0, gx, ■■•, gmt = 0.
Then 60, bx, • ■•, 6^, • • • , bmk may all be chosen zero, and a particular

solution thereby uniquely determined.
28. Case where p. — X > 1 ; Asymptotic

Developments.

As we have already noticed, the series are in general divergent when
p. — X > 1.
In the cases that fall under the treatment of the present paper,
that is, in all cases where X = 0, these divergent series still have meaning.
To interpret these divergent series let us put
n

u(x) = 12,0^ + un(x),
t=0

where the 6's have the meaning already assigned to them, and where un(x)
be determined.
Substituting in the equation

(48)

is to

u(x) = <p(x) + £^-:^u(^)d^

we get

£»y+*<■)-£*(•)+
r^^i\m+
i=mO

or, to determine

t=0

Ja

5

f^f^.tf)^

¡=0

Ja

5

un ( x ),

(52)

»„(») = aS„(x) + £^ll}Un(^)d^

where
¿= 0

t=0

Ja

But from (48') and (48") we know, putting

S

t=0

X = 0, that the function

»-n+i

n-ii+l

»

t=0

i=0

r=n

r—H.

v

p=0

i=0

n

+.(*)-- S »,*+ £ yy+SE^E- pt!>r-p-i g<.*-;
+. .„^+.
1
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is identically

zero.

But the function

i=ri—n+2

r-=n+l

j)=0

¿=0 '

A*

* T

J-

vanishes to the order w — /^ + 2.
Hence 4>n(x) vanishes to the order
n — p. + 2, and since we have a simple power series, <p'n(x) vanishes to the
order ra — /* + 1. Now by the development of sections 11-15, we know that
there are solutions of (52).
In that development we may take v = 1 ; and any
solution, since | <f>'n(x)| = Nxn~li+l, will satisfy a condition
|wn(x)|

=i Ntf-»*1

Cx»-*'^

CNxn+1-"'^

CNxn

(sincet/<l).

Now
n—l

u(x)

n—1

= ^b.x1

+ bnxn + Mnx=

1= 0

Yi^x1

+ un_1(x).

¡= u

Hence
w„_1(x)

= 6)ix" + îtn(x),

and
lu n—1,(x)\
= constx".
\
/ I
I

Hence
u (x) — y. 5,a^= const x"+1.
This is the meaning of the power series development.

It is asymptotic*

29. Equations of the First Kind.
The treatment

of integral

(53)

equations

of the first kind

O= 0(x)+JV(x,g)«(g)^g

with analytic kernels, is analogous to that of section 28. There is no gain in
generality in having a denominator g" in the kernel, because such a denominator
may be removed by the transformation
ti(g) = ^nv(^).
Equation (53) can be reduced to an equation of the form of (48) where, with
some exceptions, p, — X = 1.
Or from (48) we get at once the equations for
the determination of the coefficients of the analytic expansion of the solution by
putting p, = 0, and omitting the 1 in the parenthesis of the left hand member.

The equations then are
(ai,

* Boeel,

A—i

.,

\

Leçons sur les séries divergentes, page 35.

m—1

/ m+A—s

„

\
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now the equation

<»>

sU°"ri-i)-°'

which cannot have more than X integral roots.
If the left hand member does
not vanish for any integral value of m, and if its product by m does not vanish
as m becomes infinite, the power series defined by (54) is convergent, as may
be easily shown, and a necessary and sufficient condition that it be a solution of
the equation (53) is that

If there are integral values of m that satisfy (55) the considerations that
enter are those that we have treated on pages 467—8. The condition that

a.

lim m Y,-P¿=±¡-.
is equivalent

4=0

to the condition

(56)

ZX*-i + 0.«
30. A Problem in Hydrostatics.

Let us now return to the example from hydrostatics
The equation to be solved is

given in the earlier paper.

•o>-ri(",:)-'('v»*
where g ( x ) vanishes at least to the first order when x = 0.
For convenience
let us consider g(x) as an analytic function, and let us suppose ax — g'(0) 4= 0,

where
<?,(»-{)

= «t + 2«2(x~

|) + Ba3(x - £)2 + • • ••

By the transformation

w(x) = g(x)v(x),
the above equation is reduced to

w

w-r^v"-«)«-

Since we are considering only continuous solutions v(x), i. e., only tubes lying
on curves which do not become horizontal at the bottom, we must have
w(x)/g(x)
continuous.
Hence both w(x) and w'(x) are continuous, and the
*See first paper, page 395-396 ; at, k~í = Aí in the condition of T. Lalesco.
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only possible solutions will be given by those of the theorem of section 9. Hence
if in the neighborhood of x=0, g(x) has the opposite sign irom al—g'(0) there
will be no solutions; and if g(x) has the same sign as al— g'(0) there will be
an infinite number of solutions.
A problem leading to an equation somewhat similar to this is the question of
filling the tube with a second liquid, whose density at a point A(g) is a function
of its height from the bottom, so that the tube shall have the same weight filled
with the second liquid as it has filled with the first, to the same height.
The

equation then is
£X

nX

h(t)ds=

j v(x-l)ds,

Ja

or

f A(g)w'(g)¿g= Cv{x-i)u\¡:)dZ,
which yields by differentiation

or
V '

If being given h(x)

Jo

M («)

we try to find the curve, the equation is

0 = £{»(x-£)-h(t)\v(Ç)dÇJ
where «(g)

= «(g);

whence, differentiating,

[a-h(x)]v(x)=

we find

fGx(x-1-)v(1;)d¡;,

Jo

or

V ;

Jo

a-h(x)

If a — h(x) is continuous, with continuous first derivative, there are no solutions of this equation continuous except at a finite number of points, except
those for which v(x) [a — h(x)~\ remains finite.
If h(a) 4 a, v(x) = 0 is
the only solution possible.
We assume that al 4= 0.
The equation belongs to the special class where the numerator of the kernel is
the sum of a constant and a function which vanishes identically when g = x.
Hence the only possible solutions are those given in section 9.
If in the neighborhood of x= 0, a — h(x) has the opposite sign from ay
there will be no solutions except v ( x ) == 0.
Hence, if the density of the first
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 3i
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liquid increases as we descend from the surface, the density of the second must
decrease as we go up from the bottom.
If a — h(x) has the same sign as ax there will be an infinite number of solu-

tions such that

u(x)

[a — A(x)]

remains finite as x approaches 0 (§ 9).
value than const./(x — a)v, where

l>y>l-

In fact, any solution is less in absolute

1

,.,
| A (x)|

(§ 14).
And if |A'(x)| < 1 all the solutions are finite, i. e., the curves start
up from the bottom with a positive slope.
If h(x) is an analytic function, the
power series development given in section 28 will have all its coefficients zero,

since ax 4= 0.
Of course, if v ( x ) vanishes when x = a, the solution
imaginary curve ; for with real curves | ds | = | dx |, i. e.,
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